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It feels realistic, the way to buy, trade and transfer money to
1. What are you enjoying the most
about the Virtual Stock Market Game? actual cash you earn. If you ask any child they feel like you

are actually making. It makes me feel like I am the owner of
a big multibillion dollar company trading money everyday.
Some days I set up trades and just wait for the money to
come. It is really ful lling.

2. Please list 2-3 key strategies used
in the game, and how you anticipate
applying them to real life experiences
in the future.

Even when stocks dips...wait until it does rise when it rises
then close stock.
Even when stocks dip... buy in on the opposite side of the
stock that is lossing. Example. If i buy 10 stocks and it
dips... then i will sell 15 or 20 stocks of that same stock.

3. Is there any feature of the game
that you nd confusing? If so, please
provide speci c examples.

No feature I did understand on the game thus far.

4. What is the most valuable thing you Knowledge to actually trade on the stovk market to make
my own money.
learned (knowledge or skills)?
Skills to picture myself in my own company to trade and
teach employees to do the same.

5. Overall, how can we improve this
training?

The website has a lag in updating the information and
closing stocks. This lag cost me to loose a couple hundred
dollars between reload time.

6. Testimonial

Realty or actually trading stock to make money.. one
strategy does not work it keeps you on youe toes showing
you the ropes of real life ups and downs.
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Parent: 1 minute video testimonial
about the game and impact it has on
your child
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WizdomCRM Family would like to thank you
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